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opmental process is a moot point: a full suspensura has been identified in the Stabian Baths well before Orata; the physical evidence from Greek sites demonstrates that a form of the hypocaust existed up to 150 years before his activities; and there is underlying uncertainty in identifying Orata's pensiles balineae with the hypocaust in the first place. Indeed, there is reason to suspect that Orata's device had nothing to do with human bathing at all.9
The greatest challenge to Orata's central role in developing the hypocaust came from R. Ginouves, who, in two influential studies, argued that the Greeks had created the hypocaust and, along with it, the style of bathing commonly ascribed to the Romans. On this view, the Romans, as in so many other cultural respects, merely took over a form from the Greeks, elaborated it, and built on a larger scale.'? For Ginouves, Orata did no more than introduce this heating system to the Romans, or tam- 2 ). At Gortys, Ginouves was convinced that the two requisite components of the Roman bath could be identified in a building dated to the middle of the third century B.C., while at Olympia a Greek antecedent for the developed Roman hypocaust could be found dating to ca. 100 B.C. At a stroke, not only was Sergius Orata's contribution to the history of baths placed under a cloud, but the Greeks could now be shown, through a direct line of descent linking Gortys, Olympia, and Roman baths, to have fully evolved the form of the public bath that had previously been considered peculiarly Roman. While an exhaustive description of the two buildings is unnecessary here, some discussion of their form is essential if the thrust of Ginouves's argument is to be assessed.
Gortys, Arcadia
The features of the "thermal establishment" at Gortys that most impressed Ginouves were the sophistication of the heating and the water supply/ drainage systems, and the complexity of the internal room arrangement ( fig. I ).12 The underfloor heating system comprised a furnace (Y) with a subterranean corridor running out from it, under a water heating system (G'), immersion tubs (D), and a round room (E), and then turning south to run under the east apse of the central room (C) and the north apse of the vestibule (B). It is worth noting that here, in one of the earliest examples, the hypocaust is used to heat both water (in G' and D) and space (in E, C, and B).13 An aqueduct-fed reservoir (X) supplied the facility with water, and drains placed to take advantage of the sloping topography dealt with the effluent. The capstone in Ginouv&s's thesis was the arrangement of the rooms, where he saw a precursor of the room sequence normally associated with Roman baths. Ginouves went so far as to reconstruct the path of the bather through the building: from the portico (A), into the vestibule/ 1 Ginouves 1962, 208-9. ' Ginouves 1959, 58-77 (heating), 78-88 (water suppy/ drainage). Heinz (1984,47) detects "die planende Hand eines geschulten Architekten" in the building's subtleties. 3 DeLaine (1988, 16) has forcefully argued that the hypocaustwas developed first and foremost to heatwater and was only extended to heat spaces in a secondary development. The arrangement at Gortys undermines her position to some degree.
14 There are numerous examples of Greek establishments with hip-baths, usuallyfitted into rotundas: e.g., those at Olympia, Eretria, Oeniadae, Athens, Piraeus, and Eleusis; in Magna Graecia they are found at Megara Hyblaea, Morgantina, Syra- Ginouves's propositions, however, fall into difficulties when closely scrutinized, especially his reconstructed room sequence. For instance, there is no recognizable frigidarium, since all the bathing rooms are at least partially heated, and it is equally difficult to identify specifically a caldarium or tepidarium."7 The supposed series of rooms is therefore largely illusory, especially when one considers that once in the central room (C) the bather had at least four possibilities available (five, if one counts the bench and fountain in F), with none clearly leading to any other. More importantly, there is no facility for communal immersion in either hot or cold water at Gortys, and without this we cannot think of Roman-style bathing taking place there."8 Unlike the alleged room sequence, the hypocaust is an undeniable feature of the building, but the extent to which it can be linked directly with the Romanstyle suspensura is less clear-cut. The system at Gortys, like other Greek hypocausts (e.g., at Gela, Syracuse, or Megara Hyblaea), is quite different from the familiar Roman suspensura.19 In the latter, the entire floor area of a room was raised and heated, while in the Greek "annular" models only sections of rooms were heated by means of a subterranean corridor (although at Gortys, the entire floor area of the small room E was raised). The two systems are similar only to the extent that they share the same basic principle of underfloor heating. But from this feature alone, a formal line of descent from Greek to Roman baths can be traced only very tenuously. '8But note that roomYwas once a large cold pool, before it was converted into the furnace of the hypocaust in the mid third century B.C., see Ginouves 1959,56- ing it not merely to get clean and to socialize, but to meet requirements of purification or to implement the god's remedial prescriptions.24 There are indications from the building itself that this was so. Two statue bases were found (in rooms A and I), quite possibly for images of the god or his associates (such as Hygieia). In the northeast section of the establishment, two rooms (H and I) had no discernible function in the bathing process and may well have served as a shrine or healing rooms, to be used after purification in the establishment's facilities; it may be significant that they are accessible only through the hip-bath tholos (G). An inscribed terracotta votive foot was found in the reservoir (X). This is a familiar element of the cult attested at other Asclepieia, where model body parts were regularly used to call the god's attention to an afflicted limb or organ. Other inscriptions of a religious or votive nature were found reused in the Roman walls on the site, although none could be definitely connected with the thermal establishment. 26 It is certainly the case that the Romans later equipped Greek sanctuaries with "regular" baths (e.g., atEpidauros, Olympia, Delphi, and Eleusis, among others), which were identical in form to those found in civic contexts, but the role such sanc-
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Olympia
The other key facility in Ginouves's case is phase four of the baths at Olympia, usually termed the "Greek hypocaust bath." The establishment as a whole had a long history stretching back at least to the fifth century B.C. The first three structures were all Greek-style facilities, equipped with hip-baths.27 With phase four a new departure was evident. A room was built featuring a full Roman-style suspensura on 90 pillars supporting the entire floor area of the room (fig. 2 ). In addition, there was a heated communal pool (A) at one end, and, at the other, an apse (B) that yielded vestiges of an emplacement for a labrum (a raised basin for dousing). There was even a place in the rear wall of the communal pool for setting the device (C) called a "pool tortoise" (testudo alvei), which was used to keep all the water in the pool at an even temperature.28 This bath was dated by the excavators, rather shakily, to ca. 100 B.C.29 Ginouves believed that it clinched the case for the mainland Greeks' development of a Roman-style caldarium, in all its details.30 Moreover, the building was a decade or more older than Sergius Orata and had been constructed a century and a half after the baths at Gortys. It appeared to be a missing link.
As with Gortys, however, there are serious questions. The excavator himself expressed the opinion that phase four marked a sharp change in bath- er's experience and, coincidentally, was precisely the procedure followed by the author on a visit to a Tunisian hammam in 1995, where patrons collected water from a large communal pool and washed with it while seated on built-in benches. If so, the function of such heated pools at Syracuse and elsewhere in western Greek sites was quite different from that of the later Roman solium/ alveus, and the bathing habits the pools served were more Greek than Roman.
DeLaine argues that the double-channel hypocaust in the Greek bathhouse at Gela, dating to the late fourth and early third century B.C., offers a precursor to the hypocaust in the so-called Republican Baths in Pompeii, which was raised not on pillars but on walls radiating from the furnace (figs. DeLaine proposes a date for the Republican Baths in the mid second century B.C.52 DeLaine considers the system at Gela a departure from the arrangement at Gortys, since at Gela she identifies a "series of heating channels in parallel," which is an antecedent to the multiple heating-channel system found in the Republican Baths (figs. 14-15). But the Gela "series" of channels is, in reality, a minor variation on the familiar Greek annular system where a single heating channel has been replicated to form a double channel ( figs. 13-14 etiam qui it lavatum in balineas, cum ibi sedulo sua vestimenta servat, tamen surripiuntur, quippe qui quem illorum observet falsust; fur facile qui observat videt: custos qui fur sit nescit.
13-15). On the basis of this unusual hypocaust,
When a man goes to the public baths to wash, though he watches his clothes like a hawk, they're stolen all the same, as he doesn't know which of his fellow bathers to watch. The thief easily spots the watcher; the guard doesn't know who the thief is. 81 Supra, n. 72. Various reasons for the development for the sequence of rooms can be speculated, such as the desire to make use of leftover gases from a single heated room (caldarium) led to the addition of a second, lesser-heated room (tepidarium); or the structural advantages of using a series of chambers as mutually-buttressing barrel-vaults; or by appealing to the "natural" orderliness of Roman architecture. All are essentially "accidental" explanations and are not particularly convincing: it is not immediately clear why a series of chambers intended to buttress barrel vaults should be sequentially heated, nor why leftover gases had to be used instead ofvented (as they were in Greek hypocausted baths), nor how "natural" orderliness generates heated spaces. It 
